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Contribution to the debate on the Green Paper
Towards a European strategy for the security of energy supply

Name Boris Ivanov

Organisation ENERGOPROEKT plc

What are you areas
of interest?

Power generation, transmission and distribution, District heating, Energy
management, Energy efficiency in House & Industry, Demand forecasts,
Fuel supply

Contact person Boris Ivanov

E-Mail tbi@enpro.bg

Telephone +359 2 689 139

Fax +359 2 665 319

Address 51 James Bourchier Blvd. 1407 Sofia Bulgaria

Please add your answers after the question(s) which deal most closely with the subject(s)
on which you wish to comment so that the Commission can deal with the remarks
efficiently and swiftly.

1. Can the European Union accept an increase in its dependence on external energy sources without co
security of supply and European competitiveness? For which sources of energy would it be appropri
the case, to foresee a framework policy for imports? In this context, is it appropriate to favou
approach: energy cost; or geopolitical approach: risk of disruption?

Answer: In generally “Yes”. It is unavoidable in the future. The dependency will increase in the futu
to arrange enough security of supply. For different fuels the approach should be different.

1. First of all EU has to increase the share of Nuclear Power trough implementation of
Technologies (like those the Japanese people are operating and Finland’s are planning).
processing has to be resolved and become State of the Art Technology as fast as possibl
Nuclear units has to be rehabilitated for another 20 years of operation.

2. Natural gas has to be tackled in geopolitical way and in more efficient way of use for it iss
gas prices will go up in the future. Whenever possible the Gasification of existing coal
supported, and part of gas demand to be covered trough gasification of coal.

3. Coal – EU will be forced to increase coal import from the World’s coal market. IGCC togethe
Units could bring more security to EU (keeping low level of Natural Gas demand).

4. Oil – The only way in the next 10-15 years is to resolve the problems politically. The Oil dem
be kept at the same level as in year 2000.

2. Does not Europe's increasingly integrated internal market, where decisions taken in one country hav
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on the others, call for a consistent and co-ordinated policy at Community level?

Answer: The EU co-ordination process is very slow and ineffective in implementation (French app
market liberalization) one, but there is no other way to go.

3. Are tax and state aid policies in the energy sector an obstacle to competitiveness in the European
Given the failure of attempts to harmonise indirect taxation, should not the whole issue of energy
examined taking account of energy and environmental objectives?

Answer: Taxation has to be as “flat” as possible and has to be connected with general developm
without any “preferences” for the power sector (both supply and demand).

4. In the framework of an ongoing dialogue with producer countries, what should supply and investm
agreements contain? Given the importance of a partnership with Russia in particular, how can st
prices and investments be guaranteed?
Answer:

1. The political risk in those countries is very high (at least for the next 10 –20 years) therefor
such types of agreements that could secure stability legally or financially. The only way
supply dependency trough less demand and to diversify sources of supply. Simply EUh
competition among fuel (commodity) producers trough direct investments in even not very
(Asia, Africa, South America to contradict Middle East, Russia)

2. Do you ever recollect stability in European - Russian relations in the last 250 years? Why sh
in the next 10 years. It is wise to tackle all fuel (commodity) suppliers in the same wa
preferences to whomever.

5. Should more reserves be stockpiled - as already done for oil - and should other energy sources be in
gas or coal? Should the Community take on a greater role in stock management and, if so,w
objectives and modalities be? Does the risk of physical disruption to energy supplies justify more on
for access to resources?

Answer:
1. Stock piling is fine, especially for Nuclear fuel. Coal is a bit difficult to be stockpiled for long
2. Any way EU has to has its own fuel stock exchange.
3. In some cases does. But it should be planned properly as temporary measure.

6. How can we develop and ensure better operation of energy transport networks in the Europe
neighbouring countries so as to enable the internal market to function properly and guarantee security

Answer:
Trough financing the commissioning of new inter-connectors and Networks capable to work i
mode (in broad sense), under common rules and legal frameworks.

7. The development of some renewable energy sources calls for major efforts in terms of research an
development, investment aid and operational aid. Should co-financing of this aid include a con
sectors which received substantial initial development aid and which are now highly profitable (gas,

Answer: No way! The renewable sources Wind, Solar, Geothermal, Tides are “given by the God”
resolve the demand problems for their specifics. Therefore their development will bring local reli
benefit from these sources has to pay for R&D. The “highly profitable sectors” should spend money
particularly to resolve some of the problems stated in this questionnaire.
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8. Seeing that nuclear energy is one of the elements in the debate on tackling climate change and ene
how can the Community find a solution to the problem of nuclear waste, reinforcing nuclear safety
research into reactors of the future, in particular fusion technology ?

Answer: If simply follows the “common sense” of open and fair taxation and avoiding cross su
different power sectors.

9. Which policies should permit the European Union to fulfil its obligations under the KyotoP
measures could be taken in order to exploit fully potential energy savings which would help tor
external dependence and CO2 emissions?

Answer:
1. Kyoto protocol seems to be prepared in haste (USA standpoint). There are no enough reli

available to try to meet the 8% level for all. It is better to have more reliable goals to get firs
to keep the CO2 increase as low as X%/a. Could be different for different EU countries (com
and France)

2. The EU economic development (not to speak for Neighbouring countries) is well less eff
USA one. It is better to postpone the Kyoto hurry and to get closer to USA economically in
security of fuel supply and stability of fuel prices and than to move to phase 2 decrease for CO

10. Can an ambitious programme to promote biofuels and other substitute fuels, including hydrogen, ge
total fuel consumption by 2020, continue to be implemented via national initiatives, or are co-ordin
required on taxation, distribution and prospects for agricultural production ?

Answer: No way in Europe. Not enough money, arable land per capita and R&D potential.

11. Should energy saving in buildings (40% of energy consumption), whether public or private,
renovation, be promoted through incentives such as tax breaks, or are regulatory measures required
of those adopted for major industrial installations?

Answer: Regulatory measures alongside with fare and open energy ratemaking could resolve in
efficiency increase. Tax exemptions are sort of cross subsidies, proven to be not effective. Whyo
tax exemption for his country home in use in summer time only, or located in area with plenty of st
chips?

12. Energy saving in the transport sector (32% of energy consumption) depends on redressing the grow
between road and rail. Is this imbalance inevitable, or could corrective action be taken, however unp
to encourage lower use of cars in urban areas? How can the aims of opening up the sectort
investment in infrastructure to remove bottlenecks and intermodality be reconciled?
Answer:

1. The Mighty Private Car provides far more “individualism” the driving force of capitalism tha
imbalance could be diminished if Rail business, trying to survive, provides “car oriented” ser

2. Opening the sector to competition will reflect in more “car oriented” services different for
(such as new routes, new organisation of the car transport, new parking places, valet service
City cars (both by size and by fuel). (Some of these possibilities are already on the market)

13. How can we develop more collaborative visions and integrate the long-term dimension into de
actions undertaken by public authorities and other involved parties in order to evolve a sustainable sy
supply. How are we to prepare the energy options for the future?
Answer:

1. The most effective way is trough the private business to set up the main goals and tasks
Those goals and tasks should be market oriented for a long period of time. They have to bring
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of the people (today and in the future) in harmony with environment, resources, prod
businesses and R&D status. Only then the Public authorities should “serve” the people’s ne
the same tasks and goals will be resolved to meet the common targets in different way in diff
I do not believe that “actions undertaken by public authorities” should be the same in NewY
Sofia Bulgaria.

14. Any other questions or proposals:

Thank you for replying to this questionnaire.


